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Abstract 
Particle filtering (PF) is being applied successfully in nonlinear and/or non-Gaussian system failure prognosis. However, for 
failure prediction of many complex systems whose dynamic state evolution models involve time-varying parameters, the tradi-
tional PF-based prognosis framework will probably generate serious deviations in results since it implements prediction through 
iterative calculation using the state models. To address the problem, this paper develops a novel integrated PF-LSSVR frame-
work based on PF and least squares support vector regression (LSSVR) for nonlinear system failure prognosis. This approach 
employs LSSVR for long-term observation series prediction and applies PF-based dual estimation to collaboratively estimate the 
values of system states and parameters of the corresponding future time instances. Meantime, the propagation of prediction un-
certainty is emphatically taken into account. Therefore, PF-LSSVR avoids over-dependency on system state models in prediction 
phase. With a two-sided failure definition, the probability distribution of system remaining useful life (RUL) is accessed and the 
corresponding methods of calculating performance evaluation metrics are put forward. The PF-LSSVR framework is applied to a 
three-vessel water tank system failure prognosis and it has much higher prediction accuracy and confidence level than traditional 
PF-based framework. 
Keywords: prognostics and health management; nonlinear systems; failure prognosis; particle filtering; least squares support 
vector regression; time-varying parameter; remaining useful life 
1. Introduction1 
Failure prognosis is one of the key techniques in 
aircraft prognostics and health management (PHM) 
and condition-based maintenance (CBM). In order to 
avoid/reduce the occurrence of catastrophic failures, it 
is necessary to predict the remaining useful life (RUL) 
of aircraft equipment at early stages, allowing to take 
the required corrective actions in time. Recently, fu-
sion prediction approaches, with the ability of over-
coming limitations of single approach, have become a 
research hotspot [1]. 
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When measurements related to the fault indicators 
of a system are collectable by sensor monitoring, 
long-term (multi-step) predictions of fault indictors 
can be completed through recursive Bayesian estima-
tion techniques [2] using dynamic state evolution mod-
els. Particle filtering (PF) is a technique for imple-
menting a recursive Bayesian filtering by Monte Carlo 
(MC) simulations [3]. It approximates the continuous 
distributions of fault indicators by a discrete set of 
weighed “particles”, which represent random trajecto-
ries of system evolution in the state space and whose 
weights are estimates of the probabilities of the trajec-
tories. In state estimation, PF has three advantages: 1) 
it is applicable to nonlinear and/or non-Gaussian proc-
ess; 2) it generates probabilistic output which is con-
venient to represent and manage the related uncertain-
ties; 3) it supports information fusion from multiple 
observation sources in a principled manner [4].  
PF has been applied successfully to failure progno-Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.
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sis of nonlinear systems. M. Z. Chen and Zhou [5] ap-
plied PF algorithm to realize a p-step ahead state pre-
diction and calculate the fault probability at each fu-
ture step by summing weights of the particles which 
locate in the failure region. Orchard, et al. [4] developed 
a PF framework for failure prediction, which consists 
of two parts, state estimation and long-term prediction. 
In this framework, the probability distribution of 
time-to-failure (TTF) can be calculated, given a hazard 
zone that is defined by lower and upper bounds. Based 
on Ref. [4], L. Zhang, et al. [6] proposed a fault prog-
nostic algorithm based on Gaussian mixture model 
particle filter, and Zio and Peloni [7] put forward a bi-
ased estimator of the RUL with different types of 
weights. In addition, some fusion PF-based methods 
have been explored for failure prognosis. Saha, et al. [8] 
presented a prognostic method using the Bayesian 
learning framework, which applied relevance vector 
machine (RVM) regression to collect parameters of 
cell failure mechanism model offline and fed the de-
veloped model into an online PF diagnosis and prog-
nosis procedure. B. Zhang, et al. [9] introduced a 
multi-fault modeling approach for fault diagnosis and 
failure prognosis, where recursive least square algo-
rithm was employed to justify the parameters’ values 
of bearing fault progression models online in the PF 
framework. C. C. Chen, et al. [10] proposed an inte-
grated failure prognostic algorithm, which used an 
adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) to 
model the fault degradation process and incorporated 
the ANFIS into a high-order particle filter to carry out 
multi-step ahead prediction. In their work, a sliding 
time window was used to collect recent observations to 
update the fault growth model. However, in the above 
examples of PF-based failure prediction, the system 
dynamic state evolution models, known [4-7,9] or ob-
tained by machine learning [8,10], either did not include 
varying parameters [4-5,7-8,10] or updated the varying 
parameters at the prediction starting point and assumed 
them static at prediction stage [6,9]. For many complex 
technical systems with time-varying parameters, which 
continually vary in the whole process of system deg-
radation, the aforementioned approaches will probably 
generate accumulative error and result in significant 
deviations, since they work by iterative calculation 
using the evolution models. 
To address the problem, a novel integrated prognos-
tic framework, named PF-LSSVR, is proposed in this 
paper. This framework is capable of exactly imple-
menting failure prognosis when state evolution model 
of nonlinear system involves time-varying parameters 
via a combination of PF and least squares support 
vector regression (LSSVR). LSSVR is a data-driven 
method based on the structural risk minimization prin-
ciple and it has stronger generalization ability than 
neural network and less computational complexity 
than support vector regression (SVR) [11]. Now LSSVR 
is applied with success in long-term time series predic-
tion [12-13]. Currently, the power of PF-LSSVR frame-
work is demonstrated by its application to the predic-
tion of the multi-dimensional states of a three-tank 
dynamic system in Refs. [5]-[6], [14]. 
2. Problem Description 
2.1. Nonlinear system state space models 
The failure evolution of nonlinear systems can be 
explained by the state evolution model (Eq. (1)) and 
the observation model (Eq. (2)) [15]. 
 1 1 1
( , , )k k k k k k   x f x  u n  (1) 
 
( , )k k k k k z h x  v  (2) 
where nk /Rx is the state vector sequence, directly 
related to the system degradation, mk /Rz  the ob-
servation vector sequence, 1
s
k /Ru  the model input 
vector sequence, : ( )n l s nk l n	 	 :R R R Rf   the 
nonlinear state evolution function, lk /R  the vector 
sequence of time-varying parameters, which gradually 
varying in the whole system degradation process, 
: n l mk 	 :R R Rh the observation function, 1
n
k /Rn  
an independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) process 
noise vector sequence of known distributions (possibly 
non-Gaussian), mk /Rv  an i.i.d. observation noise 
vector sequence of known distributions (possibly 
non-Gaussian). 
Let tk=kt (k=0,1,Ă) denote the discrete time step 
and z1:k{z1, z2,Ă, zk} the observation series, which is 
collected by sensor monitoring. System failure prog-
nosis at time tk is to estimate current state vector xk 
based on available z1:k, and then predict future state 
values from tk+1 to tk+p (p is the prediction steps of in-
terest) as well as estimate the system RUL according to 
the predetermined failure threshold. 
2.2. Traditional PF-based prognosis framework 
PF algorithm has been applied to realizing a p-step 
ahead state prediction in the absence of future observa-
tions [4-10]. Based on the approximation of the filtering 
distribution 1:ˆ ( | )k kp x z , the estimation of p-step ahead 
prediction distribution is given by Eq. (3). 
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These integrals are evaluated by extending the tra-
jectories of a set of independent random sample parti-
cles
 
i
kx  ( i=1, 2, Ă, Ns , and Ns is the particle num-
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ber) using state transition Eq. (1), i.e. MC iterative 
sampling 
1
( | )ik j k jp   x x (j=1, 2,Ă , p). 
i
kw is the 
weight of ikx . Considering the state particles at step k 
as initial condition as well as the invariant of particle 
weights, the estimation of p(xk+p|z1:k) is [3] 
 
s
1:
1
ˆ ( | ) ( )
N
i i
k p k k k p k p
i
p w  

   x z x x  (4) 
where  (·) is the Dirac function. 
The approach predicts the evolution in time of each 
particle by successively taking the expectation of the 
model Eq. (1) for each future time step. However, it 
has two disadvantages: 1) it requires that the state evo-
lution models are accurately updated at initial predic-
tion step k and their parameters are approximately 
static in the future in that it works by iterative calcula-
tion using these models; 2) the prediction result greatly 
depends on the state particles estimated at initial pre-
diction step k, which increases the uncertainty [7]. For 
the failure prognosis problem of systems described in 
Section 2.1, the above approach often assumes the 
time-varying parameters k equal to their estimations at 
initial prediction step k and invariant in the whole pre-
diction phase. Therefore, the accumulative errors in 
long-term prognosis will lead to a significant deviation 
between the prediction and the true value. 
3.  PF-LSSVR Failure Prognosis Framework 
To tackle the puzzle in Section 2, a novel nonlinear 
system failure prognosis framework, named PF- 
LSSVR is proposed, which couples PF-dual estimation 
technique and LSSVR prediction approach.  
3.1. PF-based dual estimation 
In the dynamic system models described in Section 
2, both states xk and the set of time-varying parameters 
k should be simultaneously estimated from the noisy 
observations z1:k. Joint particle filter (JPF) [6] and dual 
particle filter (DPF) [16] are applied to address the 
problem. 
In the joint particle filter, the state and parameter 
vectors are concatenated into a single, joint state vec-
tor T T T[   ]k kx  . Estimate based on PF is done recur-
sively by writing the state-space equations for the joint 
state as 
 1
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where k follows random walk models, and the mod-
els’ parameter 
k follows normal distribution N(0, 
). 
The JPF provides approximate maximum a posteriori 
(MAP) estimations by maximizing the joint density of 
the states and parameters given the noisy observations. 
The DPF uses a separate state-space representation 
for the states and the parameters. Estimate is per-
formed recursively by Eq. (6) and Eq. (7) alternately 
working with PF.  
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where 1
ˆ
k k  , and 1ˆk is the estimation output of Eq. 
(7) at tk1. 
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where ˆk kx x , and ˆkx is the estimation output of Eq. 
(6) at tk. 
The two methods are both applicable for dual esti-
mation. However, the implementation complexity of 
PF is O(Ns); on the other hand, Ns needs to exponen-
tially increase as the state vector dimension Nx in-
creases [17]. The Nx of JPF is the sum of dimensions of 
state and parameter vectors. Therefore, for reaching 
the same estimate quality, JPF often requires a bigger 
particle number Ns than DPF. Moreover, DPF is feasi-
ble to choose different particle numbers for those two 
estimations mentioned above according to the actual 
condition. Thus, DPF is preferred to perform dual es-
timation. 
3.2. LSSVR 
The LSSVR algorithm is as follows [11].  
Assume the training set is D={(si, yi) | i = 1, 2, Ă, 
M}, 
i n/Rs , iy /R , where si is the input data and yi  
the output data. In the primal space, the optimal prob-
lems can be described as 
 
T 2
, ,
1
1 1
min ( , )
2 2i
M
i ib e i
J e e@

  w w w w  (8) 
subject to 
 
T ( ) ( =1,2, , )i i iy b e i M   w  s   (9) 
where J(·) is the loss function,  the adjustable constant, 
ei the error variable, (·) the nonlinear mapping func-
tion in kernel space, and b the bias term. The aim of 
the mapping function in kernel space is to pick out 
features from primal space and map training data into a 
vector of a high-dimensional feature space in order to 
solve the problem of nonlinear regression. 
According to optimal function Eq. (8), the Lagran-
gian function can be defined as 
( )T
1
( , , , ) ( , ) ( )
M
i i i i i i i
i
L b e a J e a b e y

    w w w  s
  (10) 
where ai is Lagrange multiplier. The optimality upper 
function is 
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After eliminating w and ei, Eq. (11) can be written 
as 
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and K is the kernel matrix. According to Mercer’s con-
dition, the element of K is 
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Then the function estimation of LSSVR is 
 
1
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M
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i
y a b5

 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where ai and b are obtained by solving Eq. (12).  
Kernel function has different types, such as poly-
nomial, multi-layer perceptron (MLP), radial basis 
function (RBF), etc. RBF kernel is commonly em-
ployed, which corresponds to  
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s s
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In addition, the solving process of LSSVR also in-
volves the determination of adjustable parameter  and 
RBF kernel parameter , and these parameters are usu-
ally determined by engineering cross-validation 
method to achieve a balance between the model 
adaptability and generalization ability.  
3.3. Trend prediction of observations based on LS-
SVR  
The observations collected by sensors reflect system 
state evolution trend, which can be regarded as time 
series. With the help of LSSVR, we are able to imple-
ment a long-term observation series prediction. To 
achieve a p-step ahead long-term prediction at tk, we 
establish a prediction model based on observation 
zkl+1:k (mono-dimensional situation is considered, and  
that of multi-dimensional can be analogized), where l 
is the length of a sliding time window. The LSSVR 
learning samples are defined as [18] 
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where m is the embedding dimension, which is deter-
mined through final prediction error (FPE) criterion. S 
is the input sample and Y the output sample. Then the 
LSSVR model can be trained and the regressive func-
tion is  
 
1
( , )
l m
t i i t
i
y a b5


  s s  (17) 
Thus, the prediction of the observation at tk+1 is 
 1 1
1
ˆ ( , )
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i
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Let 2 2 3 1ˆ[ ]l m k m k m k kz z z z       Fs . Then the 
prediction at tk+2 is 
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Recursively, the prediction model at ( )k jt j p  is 
 
1
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i
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where
1 1
ˆ ˆ[ ]l m j k m j k k k jz z z z       	 	s . 
3.4. PF-LSSVR framework for failure prognosis 
The architecture of PF-LSSVR failure prognosis 
framework consists of four phases: data collection, 
observation series prediction, successive dual estima-
tion and RUL calculation. The flowchart is shown in 
Fig. 1. Assume that the RUL is to be estimated at tk and 
the length of prediction steps is p. 
 Data collection phase: Make use of PHM/CBM 
sensors to continually monitor the interest indictors. 
 Observation series prediction phase: After obtain-
ing the latest observation zk, choose LSSVR learning 
samples {zkl+1, zkl+2,Ă, zk } according to a sliding 
time window length of l, and then train them to get the 
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prediction model Eq. (17) as well as recursively calcu-
late the future observation data 
1 2
ˆ ˆ ˆ{ , , , }k k k p  z z z . 
Note that each observation variable parameter data is 
treated as an independent series and predicted respec-
tively.  
 
Fig. 1  Flowchart of PF-LSSVR failure prognosis. 
Successive dual estimation phase: Apply particle fil-
tering dual estimation approach to successively esti-
mate states 
+1 +
{ , , ,  }k k k px x x  and parameter values 
+1 +
{ , , , } k k k pC C C based on the obtained zk and 
1 2
ˆ ˆ ˆ{ , , , }k k k p  z z z . In this framework, there is no 
constraint on the choice of PF methods. Except Gaus-
sian particle filter (GPF), the others require a re-sampling 
step to reduce the effect of the degeneracy [3]. In this 
phase, an important consideration is the propagation of 
uncertainty. The utilized “future observations” in 
PF-based dual estimation are obtained from LSSVR 
output of the former phase. Moreover, the uncertainty 
associated with LSSVR prediction increases as the 
prediction horizon increases; therefore, the uncertainty 
associated with PF-based dual estimation also in-
creases as the prediction steps increase. In order to 
achieve an unbiased result, a time-varying observation 
noise vk in Eq. (2) should be embedded in the predic-
tion phase. A growth model of the variance of vk is 
designed as 
 
s
s
var( ) (1 ) var( )k i k
q i
p
 v v
 
(21)
 
where is= 0, 1, Ă, p is the index of prediction steps, 
and q an adjustment coefficient which indicates the 
multiple of difference of the noise variance at k and 
k+p. The value of q depends on the value of p (predic-
tion steps) and the quality of the predicted observa-
tions. 
RUL calculation phase: The ultimate objective of 
failure prediction is to obtain the TTF, i.e. the RUL, 
which is the remaining time before system fault indi-
cator crosses its corresponding failure threshold. Due 
to the indeterminacy of prediction, the result should be 
described in the form of probability. Referring to Ref. 
[4], given a predetermined failure threshold  of a state 
x (for simplicity but no loss of generality, considered 
mono-dimensional), the two-sided criterion of system 
failure is defined as 
 f low up
{ }C H x H  
 
(22)
 
where Hlow and Hup are lower and upper bounds of the 
hazard zone, respectively. 
As shown in Fig. 2, they are set symmetrically on 
both sides of . The sample particle swarms of state 
estimations from tk to tk+p overlap with the hazard zone 
and the overlap is the light gray area in Fig. 2. The 
sum of the normalized weights of all sample particles 
which locate in the light gray area at any time step 
between tk and tk+p represents the probability of system 
failure occurring at the corresponding time step. The 
normalizing constant is the sum of weights of all sam-
ple particles which locate in the light gray area from tk 
to tk+p. Therefore, we can access an approximation of 
the probability distribution (PD) of system TTF, a set 
of equal interval discrete samples with their corre-
sponding probabilities shown in Eq. (23). 
 
s
TTF low up
1
s
( ) Pr( )
         ( =1, 2, , ; =1, 2, ,
N
i i
k j k j k j
i
r t H x H W
i N j p)
  

  
 
 
 
(23)
 
where ik jW   is normalized weight generated by 
PF-based dual estimation at each prediction step, and 
Pr(·) means summing the weights of particles which 
comply with the given conditions. The estimation of 
RUL is 
 RUL exp k
E t t 
 
(24)
 
where texp is the expectation of system TTF. 
The above procedure is executed at any time in-
stance when failure prognosis is required. 
The other notations in Fig. 2, such as ±, , tlow and 
tup, will be employed in performance evaluation of 
prognostic methods in the following section. 
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Fig. 2  Schematic of estimation of system RUL. 
3.5. Performance evaluation methods 
In order to evaluate the prediction performance, 
Saxena, et al. [19] proposed four prognostic perform-
ance metrics: prognostic horizon (PH), - perform-
ance, relative accuracy (RA) and convergence. In this 
section, we will explain how to compute the PH and 
RA under the conditions of the two-sided failure defi-
nition. 
As shown in Fig. 2, tlow and tup are the lower and 
upper bounds of true TTF of system and the approxi-
mation of the true TTF tTTF is (tlow+ tup)/2. Meantime, 
the lower and upper bounds of true RUL of system are 
RULlow=tlowtk and RULup=tuptk, and the true RUL 
equals (RULlow+ RULup)/2. 
Prognostic horizon is defined as the difference be-
tween the time index i* when the predictions first meet 
the specified performance criteria and time index of 
true TTF. The performance requirement may be speci-
fied in terms of an allowable error bound () around 
the true TTF. Here we set  as  
 
up low
TTF
( ) / 2t t
t
$


  
(25)
 
Therefore,  
 
TTF *PH it t 
 
(26)
 
where * +* min{ | [ ( )] | }i j j r j $$ .G /
   is the first 
time index when predictions satisfy -criterion for the 
given . 
 is the set of all time indexes when a predic-
tion is made.  is the minimum acceptable probability 
mass and =0.5 is suggested [19]. [ ( )] |r j $$

  is the 
probability mass of the prediction PD within the 
-bounds. The expression of the deep gray area in Fig. 
2 is  
 
up
low
TTF[ ( )] | ( )
t
t
r j r t$$

  
 
(27)
 
A bigger represents a higher confidence level. 
Relative accuracy is used to measure the prediction 
accuracy. For two-sided failure definition, the value of 
RA at time instance tk is 
 
low up RUL
up low
1
(RUL RUL )
2
RA 1
1
(RUL RUL )
2
E 
 

 
(28)
 
The range for RA is [0, 1] and a bigger RA indicates 
a better accuracy. 
4. Application to a Literature Example 
The proposed PF-LSSVR failure prognosis frame-
work is applied to a case study of Refs. [5]-[6], [14]. 
The system, called DTS200, is a three-vessel water 
tank system produced by Amira Automation Corpora-
tion in Germany.  
Figure 3 shows the layout of the setup. This setup 
consists of three cylindrical vessels T1, T2 and T3 with 
the equivalent cross section A. They are connected 
with each other by cylindrical pipes with the cross 
section Sn. The single outflow valve is located at T2. It 
has a circular cross section Sn. The out-flowing water 
is collected in a reservoir, which supplies the Pumps 1 
and 2. 
 
Fig. 3  Three-vessel water tank system. 
The dynamic process model of DTS200 is 
 
1 1 13
3 13 32
2 2 32 20
(d d )
(d d )
(d d )
A h t Q Q
A h t Q Q
A h t Q Q Q
 
  
   
 
(29)
 
where 
 
13 1 n 1 3 1 3
32 3 n 3 2 3 2
20 2 n 2
az sgn( ) 2
az sgn( ) 2
az 2
Q S h h g h h
Q S h h g h h
Q S gh
   

   


 
(30)
 
The variables of this model are defined in Table 1, 
where i=1, 2, 3 and (i, j)/{(1, 3); (3, 2); (2, 0)}. The 
normal parameter values of the above model are listed 
in Table 2.  
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Table 1  Variables in the model of DTS200 [14] 
Variable Meaning 
g/(m·s2) Acceleration of gravity 
azi Flow coefficients 
hi/m Water level 
Qij/(m3·s1) Flow rate 
Q1, Q2/(m3·s1) Inflow rates 
A/m2 Area of cross the section of the  
water vessel 
Sn/m2 
Area of cross the section of the  
connection pipe 
Table 2  Model parameters of normal values 
A/m2 Sn/m2 g/(m·s2) az1 az2 az3 
0.015 4 5×105 9.81 0.5 0.6 0.5 
The state variables of DTS200 are water levels h1, 
h2 and h3; let xi=hi (i=1, 2, 3). Assume that the states xi 
are fault indicators and cannot be directly measured, 
and Qij are directly measured observations. Addition-
ally, assume azi are unknown time-varying parameters.  
The state evolution function can be described as 
( ) ( 1) ( ) ( 1) ( 1)k k t t k k        x x A x BU n
   
 (31) 
where 
13
32 20
13 32
1
( )
Q
Q Q
A
Q Q
 
   
  
A x
,
1 0
1
0 1
0 0
A
 
   
  
B
,
1
2
Q
Q
 
  
 
U
 
and n(k) are non-Gaussian noises. Here let each ele-
ment of n(k) follows non-Gaussian distribution N(0, 
2×106) + uniform(0.5,0.5)×2×3, the uniform 
means uniformly distributed random distribution be-
tween 0.5~0.5. 
The observation equation is  
 
 T13 32 20( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )k Q k Q k Q k k6 z v  (32) 
where 1006 
 
is the observation coefficient and each 
element of v(k) follows Gaussian noise N(0,1×6). 
In addition, the initial levels of Tank 1, Tank 2 and 
Tank 3 are 01h =0.4 m,
0
2h =0.3 m,
0
3h =0.35 m. The sys-
tem inputs Q1=Q2=4.5×105 m/s, and they keep con-
stant in the whole simulation process. 
Given the simulation time T=300t and sample in-
terval t=0.054 s. In order to generate a degeneration 
process, we suppose that at the time step k=20,
 
the az2 
begins to slowly drift along 
 2
0.6 1 20
az
0.6 ( 20) 0.01 20 300
k
k k

    	 !
 
  
(33)
 
The failure zone 1 is defined as 
 
0
0
0.2   ( 1, 2, 3)i i
i
h h
i
h
1
 2   3
  4

 
(34)
 
Since only
 
h2 will fall into 1, 2=0.24, thus, set 
Hlow=0.235 and Hup=0.245. In this condition, the 
range for system true TTF is [200, 210]. 
The failure process of the water tank system is pre-
dicted by traditional PF and PF-LSSVR, respectively, 
and sampling importance re-sampling (SIR) filter is 
employed. Consider k=170 as the prediction starting 
point. Before this point, both approaches use DPF to 
track the state xi and the time-varying parameter azi. 
Each element of 
k in Eq. (7) follows the normal dis-
tribution N(0, 6×4). The numbers of particles for 
state estimation and parameter estimation are both 
Ns=1 500. The tracking process continues until k=170, 
and then they fall into prediction phase. The length of 
prediction steps is 120t. 
Traditional PF predicts the states in the future by 
keeping azi static and iterative calculation using Eq. 
(29). All results of tracking and prediction are shown 
in Fig. 4. As we can see in Fig. 4(a), the results of PF 
tracking coincide well with the true values, particularly 
including the ones at the prediction starting point 
k=170. However, the predicted curve of h2 deviates 
from the true one significantly. Figure 4(b) shows the 
probability distribution of the system RUL at k=170 
and the expectation of RUL is 64, which is far from 
the true RUL region [30, 40]. The prediction result 
lags behind significantly. 
 
Fig. 4  Traditional PF failure prediction results at k=170. 
In PF-LSSVR, at k=170 the LSSVR predicting 
models are built first based on the available observa-
tions Qij, and then the future observation series are 
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predicted. The final parameter values are as follows: 
window length of training data l=100 (k=71-170), 
embedded dimension m=20, RBF kernel parameter 
2=5 000, adjustable constant =1 000. 
Then the states and parameters of each future time 
step from k to k+l are estimated by DPF according to the 
corresponding predicted observations. The value of ad-
justment coefficient q for time-varying observation noise 
vk in Eq. (21) is 0.6. All results are shown in Fig. 5. 
As shown in Fig. 5(a), the predictions of observa-
tions show close agreement with the true data. Bene-
fiting from these reliable predictions, the estimations 
of future states and parameters are more accurate than 
ones in PF iterative prediction, shown in Figs. 5(b)-(c). 
Moreover, there is no lag in the RUL prediction and its 
expectation is 32, which locates within the true region, 
as shown in Fig. 5(d).  
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5  PF-LSSVR failure prediction results at k=170. 
The absolute errors of h2 predictions by the two ap-
proaches at k=170 are presented in Fig. 6. As we can 
see, PF errors almost grow linearly as the prediction 
step increases; however, PF-LSSVR errors always 
keep at a minor and steady level. 
 
Fig. 6  Comparison of absolute errors of h2 predictions be-
tween PF and PF-LSSVR at k=170. 
For a better comparison, we repeat the prediction 
respectively at time steps k=150, 160, 180, 190 in the 
same condition. The detail comparisons of prediction 
performance metrics between PF and PF-LSSVR are 
illustrated in Fig. 7 and Table 3. 
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Fig. 7  Comparison of PH performance metric between PF 
and PF-LSSVR (=0.5). 
Table 3  Comparison of prediction performance metrics 
 and RA between PF and PF-LSSVR 
PF PF-LSSVR 
k True 
RUL 
ERUL   RA ERUL   RA 
150 55 96 0.014 0.255 42 0.197 0.764
160 45 74 0.066 0.356 35 0.257 0.778
170 35 64 0.089 0.171 32 0.665 0.914
180 25 42 0.181 0.320 24 0.758 0.960
190 15 27 0.255 0.200 13 0.769 0.867
As we can see, Fig. 7(a) shows that the RUL estima-
tion by traditional PF at k=190 still does not come into 
the ± accuracy zone; on the contrary, the results pre-
dicted by PF-LSSVR first fall within this zone at k=170 
with a probability =0.665(>), i.e. PH=35, shown in 
Fig. 7(b). A notable feature of PF-LSSVR is that its 
probability distributions are steep and concentrate in a 
small range, unlike the ones of traditional PF, which 
spread in a wider range. The calculated metric values in 
Table 3 are consistent with visual effect of Fig. 7. 
PF-LSSVR has much greater values of RA and  than 
the ones of traditional PF at each time instance. 
5. Conclusions 
1) A novel PF-LSSVR prognostic framework, com-
bining PF with LSSVR, is proposed for nonlinear sys-
tem failure prognosis in this paper. The PF-LSSVR 
approach fuses both the advantages of PF in estimation 
and LSSVR for prediction. It avoids the 
over-dependency on system state evolution models and 
increases sufficient information of future time in-
stances in prognosis phase. The PF-LSSVR is particu-
larly suitable for handling the failure prediction prob-
lem of nonlinear systems whose dynamic state evolu-
tion models involve time- varying parameters. 
2) For failure prognosis of nonlinear systems with 
time-varying parameters, the simulation results indi-
cate that: a) traditional PF is not suitable for failure 
prediction of this kind of systems; b) the PF-LSSVR 
approach has a big PH value, which demonstrates that 
PF-LSSVR is efficient in obtaining an accurate RUL 
estimation at an early time; c) the PF-LSSVR approach 
has much greater values of performance metrics RA 
and  than the traditional PF approach at each simu-
lation time instance, which illustrates that PF-LSSVR 
owns more excellent prediction accuracy and confi-
dence level than the traditional PF approach. Therefore, 
for this kind of systems, the PF-LSSVR is more capa-
ble of providing the equipment operators with reliable 
reference information and abundant correction time 
than traditional PF. 
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